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Environmental Health ... In Context

Plus some obligatory network visualization eye-candy!

Sam Adams, Senior AI Researcher, RTI International



(nearly) Everything I know about Environmental Health I learned in kindergarten

There’s a germ in the blood

Of the worm in the beak

Of the bird on the egg

In the nest on the branch

On the limb on the trunk
Of the tree in the hole

In the ground in the woods

By the meadow near a stream

Running down to the river

Flowing into the ocean
With the sun on the water

And the vapor in the air

Rising up to the clouds

Blowing over the land

Chilling down in the front
Coalescing to drops

Falling out of the sky

As the rain on the leaves

Of the tree in the meadow

Where the bird has a nest
And the raindrops fall all-around...
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In the environment, everything is connected.... And its beautiful!



A wonderful harmony is 
created when we join 
together the seemingly 
unconnected

Heraclitus

(535–475 BC)

But this is not a new thought...



What does this mean?



What does this mean?



What does this mean?



What does this mean?



What does this mean?



What does this mean?

ORAL



What does this mean?

ORAL



What does this mean?

ORAL



What does this mean?

ORAL

Date: July 11, 1984



Connecting the dots

One piece of information is almost worthless in isolation.

It is context that creates value, in science and in business.

The connection is often worth more than the data it connects.

The connection provides the meaning.

Insight itself discovers or derives new connections.
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So what does this all have to do with 

Environmental Health?



In the beginning, there was Observation and Description



Sampling and Measurement

Distance from City (km)



Analysis and Metric Standardization

Distance from City (km)

Weckenbrock, Philipp. (2010). Making a v irtue of  necessity: wastewater irrigation in a periurban area near Faisalabad, Pakistan : a GIS based analy sis of  long-term ef f ects on agriculture. 



Adding Regional Hydrology Context

Weckenbrock, Philipp. (2010). Making a v irtue of  necessity: wastewater irrigation in a periurban area near Faisalabad, Pakistan : a GIS based analy sis of  long-term ef f ects on agriculture. 



Adding Global Water Abundance and Usage Contexts

Weckenbrock, Philipp. (2010). Making a v irtue of  necessity: wastewater irrigation in a periurban area near Faisalabad, Pakistan : a GIS based analy sis of  long-term ef f ects on agriculture. 



Adding Irrigation Context

Weckenbrock, Philipp. (2010). Making a v irtue of  necessity: wastewater irrigation in a periurban area near Faisalabad, Pakistan : a GIS based analy sis of  long-term ef f ects on agriculture. 



Adding Waste Water Treatment Context

Weckenbrock, Philipp. (2010). Making a v irtue of  necessity: wastewater irrigation in a periurban area near Faisalabad, Pakistan : a GIS based analy sis of  long-term ef f ects on agriculture. 



Adding Agricultural Land Use Context

Weckenbrock, Philipp. (2010). Making a v irtue of  necessity: wastewater irrigation in a periurban area near Faisalabad, Pakistan : a GIS based analy sis of  long-term ef f ects on agriculture. 



How does it all come together?

Weckenbrock, Philipp. (2010). Making a v irtue of  necessity: wastewater irrigation in a periurban area near Faisalabad, Pakistan : a GIS based analy sis of  long-term ef f ects on agriculture. 



In the mind of the researcher... And eventually some kind of prose....



Which is only a very rough approximation of the scientist’s total understanding



How much of that context is ever truly communicated to the readers?



Even the original author rapidly loses details soon after the project

The majority of the context is lost

Time



So what does this all have to do with AI?
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Programming effort required for new solutions significantly drops with each generation

The Megatrend of Computing, 1950’s to 2020s



What’s a knowledge graph?

A knowledge graph models information in the form of entities and the relationships between them

Knowledge graphs often contain elements for many different domains and modeling metalevels

• Data and Metadata

• Paradata

• Classes/Genotypes as well as Instances/Phenotypes

• Multi-temporal Versions

• Provenance and Permissions

Graphs (vertices and edges) can be representational as well as computational via traversals

e.g., Bayesian networks, Spreading Activation Networks, etc.

Many of the world’s largest organizations really heavily on knowledge graphs



What do I mean by a graph?

Connected
Vertices and Edges are homogenous,

Topology matters

Vertex labels

A B

D

C

F

E

Labeled Vertices, 

Homogeneous Edges, 
Paths matter (E—A—B—C)

Labeled Vertices and Edges, 

Reciprocal relationships 
(A knows B knows A)

Edge labels

A B

D

C

F

E
knows

likes

knowslikes
knows

One-way relationships, 

Direction matters 
(A—knows→B)

E

Labeled,

Directed

A B

D

C

F

knows

likes

knowslikes
knows

Directed
Vertices and Edges are homogeneous,

Direction and topology matters

Age 54

ID 124

Loc NC

Age 54

city SF

SR

C

A2

Time 3:40

Vertices and Edges can have properties.

Properties may be ad hoc or homogeneous,
with string names and any object as a value, 

including URLs.  Similar to E/R and object 

oriented models.  Most expressive of the 
simple graphs.

Property Graphs

A B
knows

Weighted,

Valued

0.2
1.3

0.1

0.1 0.0

Edges have numerical values,

often used to model strength or
probability of connection

Labels can be URLs or literal values

Originally intended for Semantic Web and Linked Data

RDF Triple Graphs

“wrote”
’http://www.famouswriters.org/twain/mark’ ’http://www.books.org/ISBN0001047582’

Each more advanced graph 

subsumes the modeling 
capabilities of its predecessors

Graph
All graphs model vertices (nodes/entities)

connected by edges (links/relationships)

Vertex Edge Vertex START

Apache Tinkerpop, GremlinSemantic Web, (RDF, RDFS, SPARQL, OWL)



Graph Databases are mature, stable technology and are readily available in 

your favorite cloud ecosystem, via opensource or numerous vendors

New graph database 

vendors arriving monthly
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Challenge 1: Continual Data Curation, Contextual Data Fusion



Challenge 2: How do you get value from a hairball of integrated data?

Why When

Who What

How Where

Who

How Where

What

Why When

Integrated 

graph of all 

relevant data

Identify Basic 

Conceptual 

Categories

Separate the graph into

Conceptual Regions



From Hairball to Knowledge Graph

Who

How Where

What

Why When

Who

How Where

What

Why
When

Apply/Develop Ontologies for each 

of these Conceptual Regions, 

transforming data where needed



Blended Ontologies are crucial
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Consider the entire process from measurement to action

Machine/Deep Learning 

can be applied in many 

locations



All in the context of a comprehensive knowledge graph



With feedback... Knowledge scaffolds Deep Learning which extends Knowledge



Past Research Current Research
Future Research

What will it take to get to the Environment Health Knowledge Cloud?



Start by understanding the process of data integration, curation, and contextual fusion



Even ignoring the 

knowledge graph target, 

nearly all of these 

activities occur in nearly 

every Data Science 
project of any 

complexity.



Notice all the verbs

How much of the 

metadata, paradata, 

and process knowledge 
is captured and 

managed for sharing 

and reuse during or 

after the project?

That’s the context.

But most of the 

information created 

during the process 

is never captured.



Challenges of knowledge/context sharing and access in large orgs/agencies

You must show how sharing increases value for all stakeholders.

Adoption is always better driven by self-interest than by mandate.

Toxicologist
Physiologist

Technologist HydrologistClimatologist
Psychologist

Environmental
Health
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